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               Paule Marshall in her first semi-autobiographical novel Brown girl, Brownstones gives 
a panoramic view of the multifarious aspects of black experience through a collage of black men 
and women characters in the Depression era America. The central figure Selina Boyce, the point 
of impact of the novel, who like “a faceted crystal or gem mounted on a pivot” (Marshall, Brown 
girl, Brownstones 237)refracts light on a multitude of themes and experiences pivotal in the 
construction of the contemporary post-War diasporic Afro-American consciousness. Issues of 
racism, poverty, nostalgia for the homeland, an urge to migrate from the marginal to the 
mainstream, rising atmosphere of ethnic solidarity, pan-Africanism and Garveyism forms the 
matrix of the novel. Against such a polysemantic fabric Selina, the protagonist, while being the 
uncontestable focus of the circle of Black migrant experience, charts a journey of her own 
outside it - a journey of self-realisation, a quest for identity, a search for place in society and 
purpose in life, that goes beyond the confines of race and gender, of colour and community to 
link itself with a wider macrocosm of universal human experience. Paule Marshall states the task 
at the hand of the black artist who attempts a sincere and true portraiture of black lives, is the 
task of refuting the various myths and stereotypes about the Black woman and by extension 
about Black people and this one can do, “when dealing with Negro life and Negro characters, to 
write about that life and to depict those characters in full, in all their complexity and richness. To 
insist, in other words, on the common humanity which joins us to all men everywhere.” 
(Marshall, “The Negro Woman in Literature” 24). By capturing the many ambivalences and 
tensions of the female characters, namely Selina and Silla Boyce in Brown girl, Brownstones, 
Marshall succeeds in making them break free from the ‘marginal’ ethnic mould, from the 
trappings of the Black Atlantic  to join the larger ocean of ‘common humanity’ . 

                       The setting of the novel is Chauncey Street, a place which was once occupied by 
American upper class, but is presently occupied by Barbadian immigrants.  The introduction to 
the setting of the novel, takes the reader directly to the issues of migration, both physical and 
cultural present at the heart of the text.  The mention of America and Barbados alongside the 
associations thereof significantly underlines the internal conflict with West Indian and American 
identities, of dislocation, the agony of double consciousness, a pervading “sense of always 
looking at one’s self through the eyes of others” (DuBois 2)that young Selina feels in the very 
beginning of the novel, as she imagines the palpable presence of previous white occupants of the 
brownstone 

 She did not belong here. She was something vulgar in a holy place. The room 
was theirs, she knew, glancing up at the frieze of angels and cherubson the 
ceiling; it belonged to the ghost shapes hovering in the shadows. But not to her. 
(Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 3) 
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       Selina occupies the “turmoil-rich hybrid space” (Rath 1) where the “warring ideals” (1) of 
binary cultures are in perpetual tension. Significantly, Selina’s parents Deighton and Silla 
symbolize the call of these opposing cultures, whereby Deighton indulges in a nostalgic looking-
back at and a potent desire to return to his homeland, while Silla vicariously chases the American 
Dream of success. Through Deighton and Silla, Marshall explores the varied emotions that 
‘home’ evokes in the immigrants. While Deighton seeks to reconnect with his estranged 
homeland “Barbados is poor poor, but sweet enough. That’s why I going back” (Marshall, 
Brown girl, Brownstones 8), for the women home is a discomfiting and oppressive place. Suggie 
cringes at the thought of “how bad those malicious brutes[in Barbados] would lick their mouth 
on me if I went back the same way I left” (178), Miss Thompson recounts her painful memory of 
sexual abuse that she faced on a trip to Barbados from America, and Silla’s memory of her 
homeland is as a place of exploitation where she “worked harder than a man at the age of 
ten”(39), as a place of stagnation  where you “know that you gon be poor all yuh life, no matter 
how hard you work”(58), compared to the foreign land, where in spite of racial discrimination 
and poverty, women taste a new-found freedom from patriarchy and hope to “make a head-
way”(58) . Thus Silla assures a pregnant Virgie, “These ain ancient days. This ain home that you 
got to be always breeding like a sow.”(25).  For the migrant women, home is a problematic site 
of oppression, alienation and exploitation, removed from its associative idealized moorings. 
Feeling “strangers at home” (Davies 149)“exile” for them “is a desired location out of which 
they can create” (Davies 85). However having been disconnected from the homeland, both 
physically and mentally, the women continue to maintain and preserve vestiges of their previous 
ties. Suggie and Silla, the former, an outcast from and the latter, a model member of the Bajan 
community in Brooklyn make “Barbadian delicacies” (Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 36) as 
if they “might have been home in Barbados”(36), Selina wears two heavy silver bangles from 
home, “which every Barbadian-Merican girl wore from birth”(3), Florrie still believes in the 
power of obeah and “does walk ‘boutwith piece of coal tie around she waist and carrying finny 
and goat foot for luck”(59). Thus neither is their severance with their native culture nor their 
integration with the new, foreign culture complete. As James Clifford explicates, diasporic 
women “connect and disconnect, remember and forget in complex, strategic ways. The lived 
experiences of diasporic women thus involve painful difficulty in mediating discrepant worlds” 
(313-14). Silla renounces religion and superstition, typical and essential of her native background 
but she consolidates her connections with her birthplace, outside the host country through active 
participation in communal fraternity. The spirit of ethnic nationalism, propounded by Marcus 
Garvey in the 1920’s hangs in the novel and is symbolised by the Barbadian Association. It is, 
hence aptly called “the biggest thing since Marcus Garvey” (Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 
168).   Ethnic solidarity provides a way of being connected with the native land, as well as a 
foundation for social and economic upliftment through concerted action, which is again a 
dominant ethnic ethic. The ‘paradigm of progress’ forms the very backbone of Bajan identity, of 
Barbadian-ness. In Brown girl, Brownstones, property ownership becomes the sole yardstick by 
which progress is measured, as Silla emphatically tells her husband “Here every Bajan is saving 
if it’s only a dollar a week and buying house” (27). Seifert Yearwood indignantly asks Deighton, 
“How else a man your color gon get ahead?”(33) when he refuses to “break loose my inside 
buying these old houses”(33). Houses become a symbol of the desire of the black community to 
“get ahead” (Lamming 64), “to make its presence felt”(64), “to prove that them to themselves” 
(64). The Barbadian obsession with “buying house” as it is “their greatest weapon against 
poverty and discrimination lay in property ownership” (Hathaway, Cultural Crossings: 
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Migration, Genertion, and Gender in Writings by Claude McKay and Paule Marshall 146). It is 
the sole interest that drives Silla and her fellow community members, who form and run the 
Barbadian Homeowners’ Association in the novel to make the younger generation rise from the 
ignominy of “invisibility” (Ellison 3) to a recognized individual in a highly discriminating white 
society. For the community members the only way to break free from the fetters of brownness is 
by “playing white” (Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 121). Cecil Osborne’s speech in a 
meeting of the Barbadian Association makes the point amply clear: 

It’s because of the young people! Most of us did come to this man country with 
only the strength in we hand and a little learning in we head and had to make our 
way, but the young people have the opportunity to be professional and get out 
there and give these people big word for big word…[The Barbadian Association] 
still a little fish in a big white sea…But [is] a sign that we are destroying that 
picture of the poor colored man with his hand always long out to rich white one, 
begging: ‘Please, mister, can you spare a dime?’ It’s a sign that we has a business 
mind! (189) 

 But characters like Deighton, Suggie, Clive and Selina, seek a deviant definition of brownness, 
that doesn’t fall in line with the persistent buying of brownstones. With them Paule Marshall 
goes beyond the examination of ethnic bonding that formed a dominant feature of the 
contemporary black consciousness to explore the predicament of the non-conformists minority 
who refuse to participate in the materialistic fervour and aspirations of their community. The 
novel brings to light the double-edged function of community: as a site of support and 
empowerment as well as coercion and oppression. The coercive potential of the community is 
epitomized in a communal wedding scene in which Deighton he faces the cruel rejection of his 
community for having frivolously squandered money on luxurious items than on a down-
payment. 

From all over the hall those dark contemptuous faces charged him. Those eyes 
condemned him…scourging him and finally driving him from their presence with 
their song ‘Small Island, go back where you really come from! (129) 

 A similar predicament faces the ‘concubine’ Suggie, who is also a pariah in the Bajan 
community for her promiscuity and is ruthlessly evicted by Silla, one of “my people”(180) as she 
says. She suffers the plight of double marginalization, as DuBois’ exhorts “Why did God make 
me an outcast and a stranger in mine own house?” (DuBois 1) A similar pang of unaccomodation 
can be traced in Selina’s agonized musings about her place and purpose in life, “Why should she 
feel such loneliness and alienation among them when, after all, they were her people? Where was 
her place if not with them?” (Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 194) 

           A community driven by such a grossly materialistic paradigm doesn’t have a place for 
creatively inclined people like Selina and Clive who seek spiritual satisfaction in life than 
material aggrandization. Clive explains the module of the Bajan community clearly, “They’re 
going to play the white man’s game in their small way. Now tell me, what can they do with 
aesthetes with paintbrushes in this kind of plan? They simply cannot afford us.”(227) 

                    Marshall explores with acute sensitivity the predicament of the compulsion of ethnic 
affiliation at the expense of individuality. Community acts as a centre of repression which seeks 
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to curb, even prune if needed the stray weeds of non-conformity. It seems to promote the 
‘manufacture’ of a homogeneous generation with similar aims and aspirations. It is interesting to 
note that the members of the Barbadian Association, in their urge to break free from the 
stereotype of an inferior race, and establish an identity of themselves as an intellectual individual 
in the mainstream White society, become victims of their own agenda, for in the process, they 
actually sacrifice their autonomy, to become an undifferentiated part of a standardized mass of 
homogeneity, “part of a giant amoeba which changed shape yet always remained of one 
piece.”(128) At the Association Selina watches Beryl, her childhood friend whose “face had 
somehow lost its individual mould” (167), and other friends, who are active members and 
staunch subscribers of the Association and observes, “They were no longer individuals, but a 
single puissant force, sure of its goal and driving hard towards it” (192)  

           Significantly, the impulses that drive the Bajan community to reject those who refuse to 
share their common goal, which refuse to be “cut out from the same piece of cloth” (228), are the 
very impulses that provoke racism - that is the urge to expel the different, the non-standard, the 
other. As Alberto Memmi notes, the fundamental impulse behind racism is the “absolute 
negation of difference” (32). It rejects anybody different from an implied ideal of homogeneity, 
which serves as the norm, and considers all difference as negative.  Thus, paradoxically, the 
ethnic community propagates similar inhibited, unaccomodative attitude of the other race, they 
themselves are victims of. Marshall explores the universal impulses that drive human beings, 
irrespective of their race, to repress fellow human beings, by portraying the historically 
oppressed race guilty of the same repressive attitudes, as their oppressor race, the Whites. Any 
mutation in regularity, poses problem in neat classification and standardization, and hence alters 
the politics of power and control. As Heather Hathaway “Individuality can be detrimental to a 
group needing to cohere in order to survive in a [hostile] nation” (Caribbean Waves: Relocating 
Claude McKay and Paule Marshall 91). Hence the powerful majority seeks to oust the mutant 
minority that has the potential to destabilize their centre of power. As Silla explains in 
unambiguous terms, 

Power is a thing that don really have nothing to do with color. Look how white 
people had little children their own color working in coal mines and sweatshops 
years back. Look how those whelps in Africa sold us for next skin to 
nothing…No nobody wun admit it, but people got a right to claw their way to the 
top and those oon top got a right to scuffle to be there… (Marshall, Brown girl, 
Brownstones 192) 

      By insisting on a common dynamics of power that drives people of both races, Marshall aims 
to achieve a similar goal, as the characters of her own novel want- that of establishing oneself as 
a normal flesh-and-blood human being, not a bundle of racial stereotypes. While Silla and her 
fellow Barbadian Association members attempt to make a room for themselves by shedding the 
invisibility of their blackness, by acculturating themselves in the American ethos of materialism, 
Selina seeks to carve out her identity by embracing the best of both the cultures-the 
individualism of America and the creativity of Africa. The Bajan community’s quest for the self 
seems limited by their quest for “dusty dollars” (DuBois 3), a mere striving to be accepted by the 
White, Selina’s quest for the self is a higher spiritual aspiration of creative fulfillment. Selina 
achieves wholeness and unity with her self, by reintegrating with her culture and with her 
community. The ritual of dance and the incident of covert yet piercing racism from a friend’s 
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mother is pivotal to her confrontation with her essential Black self. Selina’s joining of a ballet 
dance group is both a way of self-expression and self-definition through means separate from the 
way prescribed by her community, an emblem of her refusal to be “cut out of the same piece of 
cloth” (Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 228). It is significant to note that her performance in 
the climactic solo at the end-of-the-year recital is about the totality of life experience-from birth 
to death.  

        She danced well, expressing with deft movements the life cycle, capturing its 
beauty and exceeding sadness. The music bore her up at each exuberant leap, 
spun her at each turn so that a wind sang past her ear; it responded softly 
whenever the sadness underscored her gestures-until at the climax, she was 
dancing, she imagined, in the audience, through the rows of seats, and giving each 
one there something of herself, just as the priests in Ina’s church, she 
remembered, passed along the row of communicants, giving them the wafer and 
the transmuted blood (243) 

 The ritual of dance becomes for Selina a transcendent spiritual experience, a way of integrating 
the divided self. Dance becomes the only homeland, the only safe place of belonging for the 
unaccomodated woman, aligning her with the countless, unknown ancestors across the Atlantic, 
for whom dance and song was the only way of expressing their otherwise muted experience. The 
extravagant praise from the all-white audience makes Selina feel accepted and comfortable in 
their company. The feelings of alienation, of “being a dark intruder in their glittering word”(210) 
ceases as she feels gradually drawn in their world, a sense of fusion arises in her, as she feels 
them to be “simply reflections” of her, “guided by a single will”(243). She becomes “wide-eyed 
with trust, having forgotten what they can’t ever seem to forget” (219). The illusion however is 
only created, as it were, to be shattered most ruthlessly, by the white mother of a friend. The 
direct confrontation with subtle, yet stinging racism, constitutes the epiphanic realization of 
Selina about the truth of her existence as a black female immigrant in a White country, the “full 
meaning of her black skin” (250). The woman, belonging to the group of urban middle class 
Whites, who do not indulge in open racism, out of the concern for a hypocritical propriety, resort 
to  “sneaky and duplicitious strategies to fulfill their campaign of oppression or the psychological 
extermination of blacks” (Davis 3). Under the façade of pleasantry and feigned concern for the 
“race problem” (Marshall, Brown girl, Brownstones 249), she “seeks to rob her of her substance 
and her self” (250). She drives home the point that Selina had been trying to be an over-reacher, 
“to reach beyond herself” (250), and despite all her strivings, she will belong to the same race as 
the “girl who did our cleaning”(248). She says “You can’t help your color” (249). As is common 
in the genre of bildungsroman, Selina faces the painful ritual of disillusionment and epiphany 
that will mark the end of innocence, and the coming-of-age of an individual. Use of words such 
as “seeing” and “glass”, make the connotative association of epiphanic realisation more concrete, 

 She was seeing clearly for the first time, the image which the woman-and the 
ones like the woman-saw when they looked at her. Her dark face must be 
confused I their minds with what they feared the most…symbol of their ancient 
fears, the heart of darkness within them…that was to be feared, spurned, 
purified…Rubbing her face against the ravaged image in the glass, she cried in 
outrage: that along with the fierce struggle of her humanity she must also battle 
illusions (251-252) 
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Staggered by the experience of racism, Selina comes into full realization of her roots, of what she 
is and what she is not. Recognising the fact her one-day experience of racism, had been a daily 
occurrence in the lives of her mother and the rest of the community, she understands that their 
fervent acquisitiveness is actually their “bulwark against poverty, racism and failure” (Christian 
82) . It is only after the bitter experience that she comes to reflect on her relation with the Bajan 
community and feels a palpable umbilical connection, on the ground of shared suffering, not 
only of the Barbadian community in Brooklyn, but of her entire race.      

…she was one with them: the mother and the Bajan women, who had lived each 
day what she had come to know. How had the mother endured…? How had the 
mother contained her swift rage?...and then she remembered those sudden 
uncalled-for outbursts that would…split the serenity of the house (Marshall, 
Brown girl, Brownstones 253)   

However, her recognition of the robust resilience of her community in face of adverse 
circumstances does not come with willingness to conform to the “dog eat dog” (195), 
competitive spirit of her community. Selina rejects the scholarship awarded by the Association as 
a firm declaration of the digressive course she intends to take, because it means to her 
“something I don’t want for myself…” (262). Through reconciliation with her ethnic community, 
her divided self achieves integration. Her search for her purpose in life is over. She doesn’t want 
to be a part of her community, yet she has internalized the community within herself. Thus, even 
though she had resisted ethnic communalism in the beginning, she embraces the principal credo 
of Marcus Garvey-- of “return to one’s roots”, as her purpose in life. Initially opposed to her 
mother’s fierce competitiveness, she finally realizes the same ruthless determination and 
purposefulness charge both their lives. She has come to know who she is, and what she wants, 
because she has come to know where she comes from and what her roots are. Thus her quest 
towards wholeness begins by journeying to her roots, her origins, her heritage. However her 
journey towards fulfillment should occur without the support and solidarity of her immediate 
family and community. Like Tom Wingfield of Tennessee Williams’ The Glass Menagerie and 
Tennyson’s Ulysses, Selina chooses the inevitable course of desertion and alienation from her 
own people in order to fulfill her commitment towards self-realisation. She says,“…in making 
your way you always hurt someone” (265). Her symbolic act of throwing away one of her silver 
bangles “she had always worn” (268) is an attestation of the fact that severance from the 
encumbrances of an old life is necessary to begin a new one. After her rejection of the 
scholarship awarded to her she realizes,  

The words rang hollow throughout the hall as she hurried down the platform and 
through the perplexed unforgiving silence. The loud rustle of her gown, the 
staccato tap of her heels in the stiff silence bespoke her final alienation. And as 
the familiar faces fell away behind her, she was aware of the loneliness coiled fast 
around her freedom(262) 

“In alienation and loneliness”, as Kimberley.W.Benston points out, “it is the expression of self 
that [Selina] like Stephen Dedalus prizes above all” (Keizs 70). Marshall by avoiding clichés and 
stereotypes, while depicting the growth story of Selina Boyce in all its varied complexities, 
asserts the strength of common humanity that links the Blacks with the rest of the human race, 
attempts to break the the ‘veil’ (DuBois 1) of ‘invisibility’ that shrouds the black consciousness, 
the desecration of which forms the primary aim of every Black individual and artist. 
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